N 20’ Container

Announced 3.22.19
Orders Due: 4.26.19
ETA: March 2020

American President Line
ATH17693  N 20’ Corrugated Container, APL (3)

Australia New Zealand
ATH17694  N 20’ Corrugated Container, ANZ (3)

K-Line
ATH17695  N 20’ Corrugated Container, KLINE (3)

Linea Mexicana
ATH17696  N 20’ Corrugated Container, LINEAMEX(3)

Mitsui OSK Lines
ATH17697  N 20’ Corrugated Container, MOSK (3)

SSI Container Corp
ATH17698  N 20’ Corrugated Container, SS (3)

Waters AG
ATH17699  N 20’ Corrugated Container, WATERS (3)

Hanjin
ATH17700  N 20’ Corrugated Container, Hanjin (3)

All Carriers

MODEL FEATURES:
• Factory assembled with highly detailed printing and decoration
• Three different road numbers per pack
• Some SKUs feature multiple logos and/or decoration variations

$28.98  3-Pack SRP
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